SYNOPSIS SAM THE SMALL'S WORLD EPISODE: 1 - 13
EPISOD 01 : SAVING PATPAT
Sam asks his mothers’ permission to walk around the park. While he was walking a young boy pass by and drop a sweet near
him. Wondering what it is, Sam goes near the sweet when he suddenly fell onto the sweet. Sam is stuck on the sweet. Peng
pass by and try to help but he too fell and stuck on the sweet. With the help of their friend Anduk, Epit, Atun and Pupu they
are able to get free. At the same time Nyaki is furious of Paptpat singing and guitar that is disturbing his sleep. He orders
Moski and Furli to catch Patpat but Patpat is strong and able to fight back. But Matori come along and defeats Patpat with
his ninja star. Pupu is flying by and saw the incident. Patpat is held and going to be eaten by Nyaki when Sam and his friends
come to the rescue.
EPISOD 02 : HAPPY BIRTHDAY MOSKI
Sam and his friends are planning a secret party for Atun . Atun feels neglected when all her friends are walking away from
her. Atun thinks that her friends hate her and plan to run away from their park. She met moski and Furli . They tell her that
her friends are neglecting her, therefore she must betray them. Atun agree. When she reach the party, she was sad when she
realise that her friends are actually planning a birthday party for her. She feels guilty for planning to hurt her friends. Sam
and the others forgive Atun. Accidentally the day is also Moskis’ birthday so they celebrate it together
EPISOD 03 : BLUR
Sam and Peng are playing pirates. Unfortunately while they were playing, poison from Sams’ bottle accidentally sprinkle into
Pengs’ eye. Pengs’ view turns blurry and getting worst. Sam advises Peng to go to the clinic but Peng refuse. The next day,
Sam, Patpat and Atun visit Peng but he is not at home. Meanwhile Peng stumble into Nyaki but because of his poor vision he
cannot recognised Nyaki and his gang. Nyaki take the chance to act as a grandma to try and eat Peng. Luckily Sam arrive on
time and save Peng. Peng was taken to the clinic and get better.
EPISOD 04 : TREASURE
Sam found a treasure map hidden in a bottle buried in the ground. But to get the treasure Sam and his friends must face
three obstacles which is the at the flower park, beside the park and the hill slope to get the three keys. Sam and his friends
try to find the treasure. Largit found one of the keys and bring it home. Sam tries to get the key back from Largit. In the same
time Matori , Moski and Furli are spying on Sam. When Sam succeeded in getting the key, they try to take the key from him.
Sam and his friends won the fight but when they open the box they found out that there is nothing inside.
EPISOD 05 : A LONG DRY DROUGHT
Sam and his friends are busy searching for food supply because their park is in drought season. At the same time Mak Mut is
sick because of hunger. Meanwhile Atun faint when she choked on smoke while she was searching for food. The smoke is
cause by an open burning. Sam and his friends save Atun from Nyaki. Peng saw furli running away during the fight and
decided to follow him. He later found out that Furli is hiding some food. Sam asks Furli for some but Furli refuse. Sam also
asks for some food from Kamkam. But Kamkan also refuses to help. In the end they have no choice but steals some food
from Kamkam.
EPISOD 06 : ARROGANCE
Polka, Uli and Pupu stumble into an old snail name Guru. Guru is a traveller who just arrives to their neighbourhood. His
friendly and humble attitude attracted Sam and his friends. Guru tells them many stories of his journey all over the world.
Guru asks them to invite all the other animals to share his experience. Nyaki , Matori, Moski and Furli refuse to come but they
are interested when they heard about Guru’s treasure . They try to catch Guru but got only the empty shell. They beat up
Guru in anger but Sam and his friends come to the rescue. To stop them from fighting Guru gave them the map Nyaki wants
if they can answer his riddle.
EPISOD 07 : HIGH TIDE
Sam, Peng, Pupu and Patpat went camping in the rainy season even though their mother tells them not to go. Pupu, Patpat ,
Epit and Anduk also join them. As expected rain falls heavily. They run for cover, unfortunately Sam fall into the river. The tide
drives him away. Anduk , Epit and the others are saved so they gather together to find the missing sam. They split into two
groups. While they were searching for Sam they met Nyaki and his friends. Uli and Eli were caught as hostage. But Epit beat
Matori and thus frees them. The other group met Sam on a big stone and help him back. All of them promised that they
would never disobey their mothers again.
EPISOD 08 : THE TALENT CONTEST
Anduk, Epit, Sam and Peng show off their talent. Anduk can juggle stone. Sam can make interesting character from leaves. Eli
has the story telling skills. In the same time, Moski shows his skills in playing drum that is made from bottle cap to Matori and
Furli. Sam and his friends are decided to have a talent contest. They elected Mak Mut and Mak Bi to be the professional jury
in the contest. On the day every contestant show interesting skills accept for Moski who is playing the annoying drum. The
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noises from the drum cause him to loose the contest. Patpat won the contest with a beautiful song.
EPISOD 09 : ALL FOR ONE
Kadok come again. Kadok loves to eat insect especially mosquitoes and fly. Nyaki and Matori are worried for Moski and Furlis’
safety. Moski and Furli are safe but suddenly Kadok appear and want to eat them. Nyaki got an idea to make Kadok their
leader . The four of them becomes Kadok slaves. Sam persuaded his friends to help Nyaki and his gang from Kadok . At first
they refuse but they agree after Sam reminded them of what could become of them when Kadok has eaten Nyaki and his
gang. They will sure be the next dinner on Kadoks’ list. Sam and his friends dig a big hole on the ground to trap Kadok .
Kadok fell into the hole but Nyaki and Matori try to show off their power once again. Sam and his friends regret helping
Nyaki but still they are thankful that Kadok have been trap.
EPISOD 10 : KADOK GOING AMOK
Moski and Furli throw a stone at Kadoks eye accidentally. Kadok want to find the one responsible for it . Moski and Furli try to
cover for their mistakes by offering their assistance to help Kadok find the one who throws the rock at him. Kadok begin
attacking all the insect including Nyaki , Sam and all the others. All the insects are afraid but Matori who saw Moski and Furli
throwing the rock at Kadok threaten Moski and Furli that he will tell Kadok the truth. To keep the secret Moski and Furli must
follow all his orders.
EPISOD 11 : THE BUTTERFLY FLOWER
Pupu is facing a big problem when Nyaki build his web near to the Butterfly flower her source of nectar. Sam , peng , Polka
and Anduk wants to help by destroying the web but Moski and Nyaki are always on the guard. So they wait for Nyaki to fall
asleep and Moski to go look for food. While they were trying to bring down the web so they build a special weapon for it. But
suddenly Moski comes back and attack them. During the fight Nyaki and Moski accidentally trap on the web and make it
easier to bring it down.
EPISOD 12 : THE PAPER PLANE
A boy paper plane fell on Sams’ yard. The plane attracted Sam and his friends. Although they are afraid and unconfident, they
still try the plane. They have fun with the plane. Nyaki and his gang also want to have the plane. They stole the plane from
Sam. Sam and his gang plan to get it back. Finally they succeeded to get the plane back. Unfortunately the plane fell into a
river and destroyed. Sam is sad but his friends console him by building a plane made of leaves.
EPISOD 13 : WE'RE LOST
Sam and his friends are happy when Patpat return after visiting his cousin at another park. They are excited upon hearing
about the beautiful scenery and delicious food at the other park. They ask Patpat to take them there. Furli heard their
conversation and plan with Nyaki and the rest of the gang to follow them. They waited until they saw Patpat and his friends
start their journey. But Patpat who knows their intention takes them to a journey around their own park a few times. At the
end Nyaki and his gangs become frustrated and tired.
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